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Abstract. We describe a new database management
system architecture designed for long term evolutionary
growth of modular DBMSs. This architecture includes
the development of Ada package speci cations for the
individual modules. Alternative code bodies can be
written corresponding to these package speci cations
for variations in desired functionality. These alternative
code bodies can also exist side by side, such as a
hash structure package along with a B-tree package,
or a relational storage module along with an object
storage module. Functional speci cations are written
in Anna, a formal annotation language for Ada. This
e ort does not represent a new data model but rather
a new approach to database implementation. This
approach can be used to build database systems of any
model, including a hybrid relational and object store
approach suitable for applications such as Computer
Aided Software Engineering (CASE). Our architecture
speci cally takes into consideration multi-level security,
distributed and parallel computing environments, and
evolutionary growth.

1. Introduction

This paper presents the modularization of a new database management system architecture. This DBMS is
not intended to be viewed as another implementation of
one of the traditional models: relational, hierarchical,
network, universal, relational, or functional; nor does it
present a new model. This design presents a collection

of module speci cations for a DBMS, which can be used
to support any of those data models with the appropriate implementations. The selection of these modules as
well as the implementation details are determined by
functional and performance requirements of the speci c
system.
For the descriptions and explanations, we will
emphasize modules that support the relational model,
because of the clarity and formality of this model. The
considerations for relational implementations [Codd
86] are also important when other models are being
supported within this scheme.
We believe that a new database system implementation paradigm is necessary to handle the evolution
of database systems over the next few decades. Hence,
we are describing an architecture for database system
implementation. This architecture is to be distinguished
from the GENESIS [Bato 88] and EXODUS [CDRS 86]
projects. The GENESIS e ort for retargetable database implementations and a database system compiler
is concerned with allowing di erent database structures
and new database algorithms, and they could be used
to generate modules that can be integrated into our
evolutionary architecture. EXODUS is a toolkit for speci c database applications and supports only a much
coarser granularity than DADAISM.

1.1. Context

The DADAISM project (Databases in and for Adasupported Information System Management) is part
of the Ada Foundation Technology e orts of the SoftAuthors' current addresses: Arthur M. Keller, Stanford
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Institute for Defense Analyses Project T-4-206 under Contract
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MDA-903-84-C-0031 for the Department of Defense. The pubSoftware Engineering (CASE) tools that facilitate the
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a large multi-site control and command
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system, the Worldwide Military Command and Control
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WWMCCS is intended to provide a capability to receive
and John Salasin, which was presented at the Pre-VLDB Conference on August 21{22, 1986 at Beijing, China.
information, apply the resources, assign missions, and
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provide direction to the uni ed commands. It evolved to
a means for continuous and responsible command and
control, and is today the Communications, Command,
Control, and Intelligence (C3I) backbone. It consists
of a network of warning sensors, command center
computer systems, and telecommunications. It is used
for worldwide control of US militaryforces in peacetime,
crisis, or war. High priority is given to C3I initiatives,
such as the WWMCCS Information System (WIS)
upgrade. In accordance with recent Department of
Defense (DoD) policies, the \mission-critical software"
for the WIS will be designed and implemented in Ada.
The function of the WIS DBMS is to manage all
user and system-generated data in the form of database objects, and to manage higher-level information
concerning each of these objects as database directories
and dictionaries. The WIS DBMS also manages information concerning users of the system and uses this
information to control access to database objects and
WIS applications and tools.
Currently, multiple approaches are being considered. One approach is to recode existing data-processing
programs. Another approach is to embed of existing
Commercial-O -The-Shelf (COTS) database technology within Ada [Frie 86]. Database systems embedding
new concepts have been developed [CDFG 83], and
those concepts are being used experimentally in complex settings. Other current e orts include makingSQL,
as now de ned, accessible to Ada as a host language
[SAME 88]. Unfortunately, since the SQL language was
not originally designed to serve a host function, this interface remains awkward [Stonebraker 88]. DADAISM
must make SQL available as a user function, but does
not commit its entire processing architecture only to
SQL services.
The work described in this paper is part of an
advanced development task. The concept underlying
the speci c work described here is to start out fresh.
Our motivation is to provide new software and data
engineering approaches to database systems, using the
power of Ada in the most appropriate way. We consider
the database implementation problem as consisting
of layers, starting with a simple operating system
interface and proceeding to the level of knowledgebased user services. We believe strongly that the cost of
adapting re-engineered applications to 20-year and 10year old technology, as exempli ed by existing DBMSs,
is greater than the cost of rethinking a new DBMS
implementation. If we do not apply now the principles
we have learned in the past twenty years, we will be
overtaken by others who can start afresh.
Proposing a fresh start for a major system carries

a considerable risk. Doing this in the database area is
made more feasible due to the initial orientation of Ada.
Since Ada was designed as a language for embedded
systems, it did not inherit any prior data-processing
notions|a problem other general purpose languages
as pl/i had to cope with. Only the most primitive
input-output functions are speci ed in Ada. Hence, we
start with a relatively clean slate.

1.2. Architecture

The DADAISM architecture takes advantage of the
structure of Ada. Since Ada supports alternative code
bodies with the same declarative speci cation, it becomes natural to maintain and use alternate modules.
However, in order to keep the speci cation unchanged,
the initial design must consider the information requirements by any candidate module. For instance,
modules developed in the prototyping stage will not
use information needed for an optimizing version of the
same module type. Similarly, modules for a workstation
database will not use much of the security information
available for protection in a shared environment.
For the modular design to be valid over a range of
environments, information interfaces must be speci ed
that provide access to optional information. It is dicult
to assure that in a simple prototype all requirements
have been considered. Our approach is to permit growth
in this area by specifying a module interface for access
to schema information, and permitting the schema
information to grow as well. Mismatches are to be
handled by default arrangements and overloading.
The context of this research project reinforced the
consideration of security and access controls within the
initial design, rather than treating security as add-on
features. If a high level of access protection is needed,
overall reliability and performance will be improved by
incorporating clean and appropriate interfaces in the
original system design. Whenever the requirements are
less strict, the cost of having null or minimal modules
in their place will be small.

1.3. DBMS Bene ts

We wish to list succinctly the bene ts to be expected
from the use of a database management system, so that
we can later verify that these advantages are indeed
obtained.
1 Improved information sharing, to be achieved
through data independence (i.e., permitting most
procedures to remain unchanged, while data structures adapt to deal with new processing requirements). The essential feature is keeping the knowl-
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edge about the data in a schema rather than
individual programs; such a schema can easily be
viewed as an extension of Ada speci cations.
2 Control of security and integrity, achieved by providing a careful interface between the users and the
persistent storage. Since the data are shared the
access speci cations must permit references at a
small granularity (i.e., individual records and their
elds).
3 Distribution of data must be supported, since any
modern computing system will employ multiple
processors, and local and remote networks. The
data may be replicated at multiple nodes, which increases availability and performance but introduces
problems of consistency maintenance.
Many of these objectives are inadequately served
by existing DBMSs. Most DBMSs used in large-scale
data processing were designed in the late 60s. Although
the systems may be fairly ecient, once installed, they
su er from obsolete technology, in exible models, and
awkward distribution. On the other hand, modern
DBMSs, often based on the relational model, focus on
transaction processing, simplifying programming and
distribution, and also provide a direct user interface.
However, they often provide a poor program interface;
they display a major impendance mismatch between
their set-oriented operations and the value and recordoriented operating modes of traditional programming
languages.
With these considerations, we are developing a
modern DBMS, written in Ada, that is carefully modularized to permit enhancements and growth. We believe
that the one-time development cost of a new modular
DBMS is much less than the cost of maintaining a
patchwork, non-modular system.

1.4. Layers
In an earlier report we identi ed layers appropriate for
a database management system to serve a broad and
diverse community [FKWB 86]. These layers have been
re ned to the following structure:
L6. Application-oriented packages, including knowledgebase aided access for high-level users.
L5. Database Access, using query languages such as
sql or qbe based on the relational calculus.
| Integrity Boundary |
L4. Database integrity layer enforcing multi-relation
contraints.
| Discretionary Security Boundary |

L3.

Relation layer implementing single relation selection operations.
L2. File access layer based on a schema and multiindexed les.
L1. System services for management of external storage.
| Mandatory Security Boundary |
L0. Operating system and hardware.
These layers provide guidelines for de ning abstract
machines in the sense of Edsger Dijkstra [Dijk 66,71],
but do not provide the granularity needed for the
decomposition of a large software system into modules
that lend themselves to independent development, reuse,
and replacement.

1.5. Concepts

On re ection, it appears that the architectural approach
proposed here, as a conceptualization of architectures
found in current DBMS, bears a signi cant resemblance
to the blackboard concepts used in some Arti cial
Intelligence Systems. An early example of a blackboard
is found in in hearsay [REFN 76] and recent work is
bb1 [Haye 85].
We make a clear distinction in this design document
between knowledge and data:
 Knowledge: Controlling and general information,
typically complex and relatively small in volume.
 Data: Manipulated and factual information, typically regular but voluminous.
This distinction helps to reveal design issues and
rules for information management within the design.
These concepts can also help generate input for subsequent design phases:
 For transferring knowledge-associated information,
calling mechanisms and list-structures are appropriate.
 For transferring Data-associated information,block
moves, tabular structures, and shared access are
appropriate.
There will be many high-demand, knowledgeoriented structures for which the eciency of access
will be critical to performance because the access is
of high frequency. The schema will contain such information. An evaluation of information ow along the
described inter-module paths will quantify the demand,
and we have already considered techniques to satisfy
high frequency access.

2. Interfaces

The critical design issue for the users is the interface
between their tasks and the DBMS. The interface must
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be adapted to the kind of use being made of the DBMS,
and support an adequate level of performance. We
consider data-processing requirements in particular.
Most data processing today is performed by programs, and not by end-users sitting at terminals. Unless
this mode of operation is going to disappear, a DBMS
must provide appropriate interfaces for the Ada programmer that are
1 Consistent with the architecture, language types
and structure, and
2 Comparable in performance to programmer-de ned
les.
We do not intend to exclude on-line terminal access to
the DBMS for queries and planning functions. However,
a prerequisite for such access is storing the data in the
database, which is only possible if the DBMS is accepted
by programmers.

2.1. User Access Alternatives

We can now summarize the alternative access interfaces
which a comprehensive DBMS must be able to serve.
1 Program access to relational algebra operations
(M451)
2 Compiledtransaction access by modules supporting
general relational access and update as represented
by sql (M401-409)
3 Fast access for ad-hoc transactions, interpreted by
modules (M411-419)
4 Specialized user access, mediated by prestored
analytical programs (M421-439)
5 High level query language access, as increasingly
used by planners, often referred to as 4th generation
languages (M501)
6 Inferential access by knowledge-based approaches
(M521)
7 Direct le level access for high performance trusted
programs (M101)
Having multiple interfaces into a single system
avoids the awkwardness of adapting to a single interface, such as SQL, for a variety of environments. It
also removes many valid objections that system managers can present to the use of databases. For instance,
real-time sensor input is, in practice, accommodated
at a low level via trusted programs because of volume and throughput requirements. Conventional query
protection is meaningless and costly for such tasks.

2.2. Modularity

Certain types of functions are assigned to each layer. We
associate each class of function with a DBMS program

module. Describing these modules in turn will help to
clarify the layering.
The granularity of the initial modules was in part
determined by existing software. Consequently, the
functions for these modules are relatively easy to specify.
But this causes these modules to cover multiple layers.
This paper speci es a much more general and ner
grained decomposition.
Implicit in these suggestions is the notion that a
modern DBMS can be constructed in a modular fashion. Existing DBMSs cannot be used to prove that
hypothesis; most currently existing systems are too
massive and integrated. (While some modern DBMSs
are designed in a modular fashion, the result is still an
integrated DBMSs that cannot accommodate substitution of some modules while retaining others.) A user
must choose between taking all features of a system,
or leaving the system alone. The supporting database
can no longer be modernized without incurring risks of
losing reliability. Growth and new equipment cannot be
accommodated. Now, improvement of the applications
requires a tremendous porting e ort to new software
support systems, with many problems of compatibility
between new and old programs.
Without modularity, the new DBMSs cannot
promise all features required for demanding applications initially, nor have the exibility to adapt to
later changes. Without a suitable DBMS, the users
build their own functionally equivalent system using
conventional data-processing approaches. With such a
particular system all needs currently recognized may be
served, but the liabilities of high maintenance cost and
growth limitations are great.
We strongly believe that true modular design and
implementation is essential to promote economical and
controlled growth of a DBMS. The underlying language
structure of Ada is meant to support such a premise.
In the remainder of this paper we will investigate the
issues of modularity for a DBMS and propose a speci c
modular system organization.

2.3. Decomposition
There are several criteria for modular decomposition.
We consider three in parallel:
1 The rst criterion is layers of abstraction. This
aspect was already shown in terms of the conceptual
layers listed in the introduction. There should be
an orderly hierarchy of services. Each layer should
support all services needed within a consistent
computing paradigm.
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2 The second criterion is function. We encourage the
replacement of modules to support alteration in
function as perceived by the user. For instance,
within layer L5 an sql language processor should
be interchangeable with a qbe processor. This
provides a radically di erent interface to the user,
with at most slightly di erent functionality, but
using substantially the same services from layer
L4.
3 A third criterion is performance. Satisfying performance requirements stresses internal interfaces.
Since modules need simple and reliable interfaces,
the semantics of communication must be simple,
regular, and devoid of side e ects. Layers and modules introduce interfaces which cause performance
losses. To avoid excessive losses, there should be
as few interfaces as feasible in high-bandwidth
data ows. Furthermore, control ows should serve
large granules (i.e., a command should address the
largest possible data unit rather than, say, single
bytes).
Some of these criteria are in con ict with each other.
We have decided that correctness and clarity should
dominate performance issues, since we believe that in
the long term, messy systems will degrade faster than
clean ones.

3. Piercing the Layers
Orthogonal to the layers are several internal functions
which cannot be isolated to one layer only. These
functions require great care during design, since it
is here that side e ects of computations easily become
problematic. Speci cally, concerns that transcend layers
are:
 Data de nition and schema access.
 Concurrency control.
 Logging for recovery and audit.
 Recovery actions.
 Distribution and replication of data.
 Security.
A special issue in security is the speci cation of discretionary protection, since the required partitioning is
orthogonal to the layers as de ned here [Spoo 86].
Our solution for multi-layer functions is to assign
the controlling tasks to modules that can be well identi ed within a single layer, and then to identify formal
structures for information sharing that can \pierce" the
layers.

4. Modules

The table below will list the modules being considered and the layer which owns them. The modules are
grouped by primary function, where the groups correspond to the following subsections of this document.
We will now discuss the individual modules in
a somewhat schematic way. A short introduction will
identify the functions expected of each group of modules.
a. The functions will be speci ed further for each
actual module (subsection a). The functions can often
be carried out in a variety of ways, so that it is important
not to overspecify the modules procedurally.
b. Our design process is information driven from a highlevel design point-of-view. That is, for every module,
we consider the information it needs for its function, as
well as what and where the source of knowledge and
data are (subsection b). For instance, from this point
of view, an sql interpreter may be indistinguishable
from a qbe interpreter. However, a compiler for sql
will di er from an interpreter, at least in the timing of
its information needs. The distinctions will increase as
the module speci cations become more re ned.
We use the term knowledge here to identify the
information used to control the decision-making components of the module. We use the term data for
information which is largely passively processed, reaching either the database storage or presentation to the
end user. At layer L6, some data may be transformed
and reduced. It is there that a merger of knowledge and
data occurs.
c. Most modules do not require internal storage extending beyond the length of their call, but some modules
will have to maintain state information internally. Information typically has to be retained across several
calls for the length of a transaction (subsection c).
Ada permits packages to declare \own" variables, and
permits packages to be used by multiple tasks, so that
adequate language mechanisms exist. Languages which
use strictly hierarchical scoping are unsuitable, since internal state information cannot be owned and retained
by the module and has to be placed in the outermost
scope of the system. We do not specify the organization
of the repository for such information, since that can
be very dependent on the capability of the underlying
operating system. All operating systems provide various means to identify, maintain, and switch information
associated with user processes.

4.1. File Access Management

It is critical for database systems to have an e ective
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Number
M101
M102
M103
M104
M105
M201
M211
M212
M221{M229
M301
M302
M311
M312
M401-M419
M421-M439
M451
M501-M519
M521-M539
M601
M602
M611
M621
M622
M701
M702
M711
M721
M801
M802
M801
M901
M902
M911
M921

Module Name
Object and record manager
Block manager
Asynchronous input-output
Access path manager
Nested segment manager
Schema table manager
Schema language executor
Reorganization manager
Schema language interfaces
View manager
Query execution planner/optimizer
Single-stream operation executor
Multi-stream operation executor
System-provided DBMS interfaces
User-provided DBMS interfaces
Algebraic interface
High-level query processors
Knowledge-based processors
Transaction manager
Lock manager
Scheduler for multiple users
Log Manager
Recovery Manager
Distributed access mediator
Federated access mediator
Distributed access driver
Distributed access server
Administrative interface
High-level auditor
Low-level auditor
Security lter
Security table manager
Security ocer interface
Security performance transformation

interface with the operating system functions. Often
the requirements of database management are at odds
with their operating systems. We nd that DBMSs
replicate much of the operating system code, so that
functions such as bu ering and scheduling are carried
out in duplicate. We identify those functions that we
would like to be performed by the operating system
by placing them in layer L1. This does place some
requirements of functionality and access to information
on the operating system. Speci cally, while there may be
functional transparency about locality of data, locality
information is needed for a database optimizer to be

Layer
Assignment
L2
L1
L1
L2
L2
L3
L4
L3
L5
L4
L4
L3
L4
L5
L5
L5
L6
L6
L2
L1
L1
L1
L2
L4
L4
L1
L5
L4
L4
L2
L3
L3
L3
L4

e ective, and control over locality of data can improve
the performance of clustered access structures. We
distinguish the issue of information hiding in the case
that the user is, in actuality, another software system
that can automatically, or via the DBA, adapt to
changes in underlying layers, from the case when the
user is a programmer, who will not be available when
changes in the support layer occur.

4.M101. Indexed le access (L2)

a. The File Access Module transforms the named and

partitioned (paged) address space provided by operating
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system's le services into a set of named, variable length
records, accessible by any of several name sets. The name
sets are typically implemented by indexes, although
hashing and tries are alternative access techniques.
The File Access Module is the primary module that
interfaces with the functions at the operating system's
le services level.
We expect records to be of variable length. A
simple le access system may map the variable length
user records into xed length units within the operating
systems' address spaces, but in general we expect
an M101 module to do better. These functions are
somewhat more demanding than many currently socalled le access methods.
Performance issues dictate the con guration, since
this module is in the main ow. For instance, when
le access methods fail to provide for variable length
records, there is invariably a variable-to- xed record
mapping routine at a higher layer. Adequate prototypes of such le support systems do exist [Allc 80],
[DCKK 85], and we have used them as models in the
design of this module. The function of this module for
Ada is described in more detail in [Kell 83, Kell 87].
The speci cations for the module have been completed
[Ama 88]. The File Access Module occupies most of
layer L2.
We envision the potential for multiple modules
occupying this slot in the architecture. The particular
module we describe here supports relational storage using B-tree indexes. An additional module can support
hash table access to data. Non-relational but record oriented user interfaces can still use the storage structures
of these modules. However, for object-oriented database systems, an object store module will occupy this
slot, possibly along with the relational storage modules
that contain control information. This hybrid approach
appears promising for applications such as CASE tools.
b. In order to make the File Access Module selfcontained, an abbreviated schema de nition is stored
internally in each le. The le access routines only
use information specifying record and eld formats (in
the le schema), since they are not sensitive to the
contents of a le. The Record Management System
for DEC's VAX-VMS [RMS] provides a model of the
schema requirements at this layer.
The File Access Module must be able to locate
elds within data records for index creation and may
need to know the data representation for collating
sequence for indexes and for more e ective utilization
of storage. This information is stored in the le schema,
which is extracted from the database schema (stored in

several les) by the Reorganization Manager (M212)
when the le is created or reorganized. The le schema
is inspected at open and close of a le. Hence, it is
the responsibility of the Transaction Manager (M601)
to assure that les are closed if a reorganization is
requested.
The control ow for le access management is
mainly associated with query and update requests delivered by the processor which handles access to single
relations (M311). Certain operations, such as creating
and destroying les, are delivered from the database administrator by the Schema Language Executor (M211)
via the Reorganization Manager (M212).
The data obtained in response to a query is always obtained from layer L1 using the Block Manager
(M102), and data for le update ow to M102.
c. This module maintains internal state as long as a
le is in use. Local data structures include:
 Identi cation of the le currently accessed.
 Contents and identi cation of current data block.
 Contents and identi cation of the current access
path.
Note that this information is maintained on a per leopen basis. Hence all local informationcan be referenced
using the le ID private type as a pointer to the data
structure associated with a le open. Appropriate use
of the Block Manager (M102) and the Lock Manager
(M602) ensures that the File Access Module need not
keep additional state locally.
The identi cation of the data objects must be
protected from corruption, so that access checking by
the Security Filter (M903) of privileges assigned to users
for operations to data objects cannot be bypassed.

4.M102. Block Manager (L1)

a. Block management services are best provided by

the operating system. The function is only listed here
to help in the de nition of its interface. Speci cations
for the module have been completed [Kenn 88a]. Some
current DBMSs do provide these services internally
because of perceived inadequacies of their operating
systems. This is the case, for instance, in dec vms
where the relational (rdb) and the network (dbms-32)
DBMSs share a bu er manager outside of the operating
system [Yang 86].
The Block Manager ensures the integrity of le
blocks in two ways. First, blocks currently being manipulated as kept in bu ers, and each bu er has a
lock status. Second, we assume that a block is either
completely written to disk or that the disk is unchanged.
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The Block Manager also assists the File Access
Module (M101) in maintaining le integrity. The Block
Manager coordinates asynchronous input-output performed by module M103. Integrity of the disk data
structures over a crash requires that the blocks be written in a particular order, speci cally that blocks are
written before blocks that point to them are written.
This information is encoded in the level number as
described below.
b. The Block Manager receives data and information
about the data blocks to be retrieved or stored from
the File Access Module (M101) and the Log Manager
(M621). Under control of the operating system, it
ships the blocks to the Ada run-time environment of
the operating system. In a distributed le system,
blocks for selected les may be shipped directly to the
communication interface of the operating system. In a
distributed database system, we prefer to ship records
or streams of records rather than blocks, using the
Distributed Access Driver (M711).
To optimize disk access times, the Block Manager
may rearrange the order in which blocks are stored and
fetched. However, blocks must often be deposited in a
constrained partial order to avoid inconsistencies when
systems crash [Wied 83a, p. 625]. The information
provided by the File Access Module (M101) has to be
adequate to identify such constraints. This information
is encoded in the level number (as in level of a B-tree,
for example) given by the File Access Module (M101)
to the Block Manager, which schedules deferred block
writes accordingly.
c. In addition to the data bu ers themselves, the Block
Manager maintains some knowledge about the state
information such as:
 Bu er identi cation and le origin.
 Bu er users.
 Bu er clean or dirty.
 Bu er safe (i.e., already copied to persistent storage).
 Bu er status pending (i.e., fetch or store pending
or in progress).
 Bu er lock state.
The bu er pool for a le must be shared among all
users of the le, except in a distributed system when
more complex algorithms apply. This requires that the
Block Manager must maintain in a static location the
head of a linked list of bu er pools. This linked list
is referenced as such only at le open and close when
the association between user le ID and bu er pool is
made.

In a distributed system where the actual les may
be allocated (and perhaps replicated), such allocation
information has to be made available for optimization
by the Query Execution Planner/Optimizer (M302) at
level L4. The information is stored in the database
schema. Some distinguished operating systems attempt
to hide from the user where a le is allocated to prevent
problems that could arise if the user shortcuts the formal
access path. However, for an automated system, such
concerns are not relevant. Shortcutting an access path
is, in fact, a legitimate optimization, and the system
will automatically adapt to any change in distribution
allocation.

4.M103. Asynchronous Input-output (L1)

a. Ada input-output is essentially synchronous. This

module is necessary to allow asynchronous input-output
where permitted by the operating system and run-time
environment. This module is best provided as part of
the operating system's le services.
For access to the storage devices, an operating
system will provide routines to read or write blocks on
speci c devices at speci c storage locations. We do not
expect those routines to be a responsibility of the DBMS.
A minimal interface may be required on systems which
do not provide an external interface for block access,
but only access to les viewed as continuous character
streams or pipes. The actual transfer to storage is by
block, hence such an interface will be minimal.
b. The primary control and data ow to this module emanates from the Block Manager M102 with every block
of data being requested or deposited. On extremely
simple systems, with low performance demands, the
Block Manager may be elided or replaced by a minimal
command translating interface, so that in those systems
this ow comes directly from the le access manager
M101.
A secondary stream of control and data ow comes
through the Block Manager (M102) from the logger
M621 and may be obtained by the recovery manager
M622. These two types of ow will always be to distinct
devices.
Information about le status is made available
on request to the Schema Table Manager M201, to
complement actual schema information with current le
status. All outgoing data and control ow disappears
into the operating system.
c. This module, in conjunction with the operating
system's le services, maintains a fair amount of internal
status about the devices and their current status relative
to each open le. The only access to this information
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is passive, via requests made by the Schema Table
Manager M201.

4.2. Schema Management

The schema is used to hold all descriptive information
about the data, except for security information. The
concept of having a schema is the main distinguishing
feature between traditional data processing and database processing. We noted already that the schema
transcends several layers and that this information has
to be carefully managed. However, since most of the information ows are one way, the protection of integrity
is simpli ed.

4.M201. Schema Table Manager (L4)

a. This module maintains as data the knowledge used

to drive the system. It is responsible for maintaining the
database schema stored in les (but not the individual
le schemas) and keeping a schema cache for database
access. Most of the information is static during normal
use, so that update activity of this module is low.
The procedure to maintain the schema is only active
during the receipt of updates to the schema from
the Schema Language Executor (M211) module. The
update interface to the Schema Table Manager (M201)
is the same as the update interface to the Multi-Relation
Operation Executor (M312), but the query interface
to the Schema Table Manager is simpler. Speci cations
for the module are described elsewhere [Marm 88].
b. The knowledge to create schema entries derives
nearly completely from the database administrator,
using module M201. The encoded knowledge, or metadata, is information being stored in this module. The
meta-data must be persistent, and is, of course, stored
on database les.
Schema data are stored using the File Access
Module (M101), using directly the Single Relation Operation Executor (M311). It is important that security
be provided for this information, using module M903.
The stored schema data will be available to any
user having the appropriate access privileges, although
we expect that write-access will be tightly controlled
by the security ocer. Columns of the schema table, as
described below, will correspond for security protection
with attributes in a relational model, and will typically
have distinct access privileges.
c. This module is the major source of state for the
system. Examples of typical schema contents are found
in [Wied 83a, chapter 8]. A basic set is speci ed
using Ada in the proposed standard for Ada/sql access

[Frie 86]. Types of information generated at the various
layers are:
L6 From knowledge-based routines: application and
user semantics, fuzzy knowledge
L4 From the database administrator information relevant to:
Entities Assignment of attributes to les or
relations, domain de nitions for attributes, internal
representation formats, etc.
Relationships High level data semantics as
inter le constraints and inter le dependencies, view
speci cations.
Users Presentation formats, data labels, units
de nition, etc.
Performance Access path speci cation as indexing directives and replication information, recovery
directives which specify to the logger what should be
placed on the logging les for recovery from failures,
static optimization information as initial cardinalities.
L3 Database reorganization, upon completion of a
task, will update the schema to re ect the latest
physical allocations of data.
L1 On demand from the le modules: Last user, last
time used, type of last use, transaction name of
last use, cardinality, other information helpful for
optimization.
Neither mandatory nor discretionary security information is kept within the schema. A separate security
table M901 is employed for that purpose.
Data obtained from storage may be cached in
memory while the database is in use. We expect the
local, active schema information to be organized as a
table; a typical row of the table describes a relation
or an attribute of a relation. The columns of the
table contain information types, as representation, size,
access-path, etc. Each type of element of the schema
will be associated for update with no more than one
layer.

4.M211. Schema Language Executor (L4)
a. The Schema Language Executor processes schema

change requests and atomically passes them onto the
Schema Table Manager (M201) for updating the schema
les and cache and onto the Reorganization Manager
(M212) for conversion of the data les. Information
about the current state of the schema is obtained from
the Schema Table Managers (M201). Speci cations for
the module have been written [Zele 88].
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b. Reading of schema table information using module
M201

can transcend levels, but to control information
ow and implement hiding concepts, speci c readauthority should exist. The Security Filter (M903)
controls what information can go into the schema cache
and what updates can be performed by this module
(M211). For these routines, the schema information
comprises the data, and the knowledge that is embodied
in the authority versus request matrix.
General categories for information to be retrieved
by the submodules are:
 High-level data semantics, reference to application
semantics, fuzzy knowledge
 Presentation formats, data labels, units de nition
 Mapping of relation names to les, views, interle constraints, inter le dependencies, optimization
information, cardinalities, etc.
 Reorganization information
 Logger directives, access path speci cation, eld
representation formats, indexing directives, physical allocation directives for entire le or its fragments.
With the current design de nition, the service layer L3
does not normally require schema information. Rather,
all schema information has been imbedded in the operation tree by the View Manager (M301).
c. No state information is retained within this set of
modules between schema change requests. However,
during a schema change request transaction, the state
of the operation is maintained until completion.

4.M212. Reorganization Manager (L3)

a. The reorganization module is invoked by the Schema

Language Executor (M211) whenever organizational
transformations are made to the stored data. Typical
operations invoking this module are: adding or removing
attributes to relations, changes of access path con gurations, and changes of allocation and replication of
distributed les or le fragments.
Two principal versions of this module can exist:
1. Reorganization initiated by the database administration, and
2. Reorganization driven by internal performance
monitoring possibly at the request of the database administrator.
Reorganization maintains the same logical view of the
database, and hence exists at a relatively low level.
b. The knowledge of the required logical state, as well
as of any mandatory physical constraints (sequentiality,
indexes) is maintained in the schema table maintained

by module M201. All data manipulationsare performed
through the File Access Module (M101). Module M201
will update parameters of the schema at the request of
Module M211 when reorganization has been completed
and right before the reorganization transaction commits.
Reorganization needs to be inhibited when there
are active transactions on the relevant portions of
the database. A request to the Transaction Manager
(M601) is needed to verify such state and inhibit
interfering subsequent transactions. Reorganization will
make demands on the Log Manager (M621) and the
Lock Manager (M602), those requests are mediated
through the Transaction Manager (M601).
c. No internal state is maintained by the reorganization

module beyond the span of a reorganization task.

4.M221{M229. Schema Language Interfaces
(L5)
a. These modules translate the schema speci cation to

the format required by the Schema Language Executor
(M211). The manner in which these speci cations are
made di ers greatly among DBMSs, so that we allow
for multiple, and possibly parallel modules. A DBMSindependent proposal for a schema language is found in
[Qian 85].
Data de nition includes both logical concerns, as
represented in data models, and physical concern, for
instance data representation, access path maintenance,
and data distribution.
In systems that permit view information to be
updated, a disambiguation step is required, since the
view that a user has is only an incomplete view of
the database. Rules to interpret view updates can be
provided by the database administrator [Kell 86] to a
specialized Schema Language Interface (M221). View
capability is important not only for ease of user access
but also to guarantee exibility of data reorganization.
b. Data de nition translators obtain information about

the current schema table contents from module M201.
They transmit information to update the schema to
the Schema Language Executor M201 when a new or
revised schema is to be installed. A reorganization,
controlled by the Reorganization Manager M212, may
be invoked at that time.
c. Internal information is kept only while a new or

revised schema is being developed; afterwards this information becomes available through the Schema Table
Manager (M201).
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4.3. Database Processing

We provide a set of functions which carry out common
data processing services for the user interface sensitive
modules at layer L5. These routines manipulate data
in the high bandwidth ow. These routines are also
entered for service requests fromremote sites, arriving at
the Distributed Access Server module (M721). Direct
user access is also permitted into layer L4, but no
user-friendly interface should be expected.
Some DBMS interface programs (some of M401{
M439, M501{M539) included in the base systems can
bypass the Relational Algebraic Access module (M451)
and communicate directly with the View Manager
(M301) at layer L4.
We believe that many functions performed on data
by di erent database management systems are similar.
These functions need not be intrinsic to the database
modules identi ed as M451, M401{M439, or M501{
M539 and they can be usefully separated. We identify
the functions with the well-known operations of the
relational algebra.
One motivationfor the separation of these functions
into two modules (M311 and M312) is the need to
interpose a Security Filter (M903), which operates on
selected data going to or coming from single relations.
The View Manager (M301) provides the interface
that enforces database integrity. The Query Execution
Planner/Optimizer (M302) is a rather large module
that has a rich internal structure only partiallydescribed
in this paper.

4.M301. View Manager (L4)

a.The View Manager (M301) implements database

integrity and translates operations on views into operations on the database. Thus, Module M301 implements
the Integrity Boundary.
The View Manager (M301) inserts into the operation tree multi-relational integrity enforcement. It
also translates queries through views into queries on
the underlying database. Updates through views are
translated into specialized database operations in the
operation tree that understand how to perform view
updates operations directly on the database [Kell 85].
These specialized database operations are performed
by the Single- and Multi-Relation Operation Executors
(M311 and M312).
Note that we do not use the view capability simultaneously as a security mechanism. We do, however,
allow views to be used to assist in maintaining database integrity, particularly for join views. The query
transformation part of security and access protection

services, while programmatically similar, are performed
under a di erent control mechanism on level L4 by
module M921. The placement of the view service in
modules M301 and M312 in layer L4 implies that it is
a service at a higher and optional level in comparison to
the security enforcement modules M901{M903. Under
a philosophy where views and security are integrated
(IBM System R or Ingres), the view modules would be
forced to level L3, required to be within the trusted
system boundary, and less accessible for development
and improvement. View processing is still in a stage
where research work is necessary to adapt databases to
user needs.
b. The View Manager derives its knowledge from the
information provided via the Schema Table Manager
M201. View speci cations are provided by the database administration using one of the Schema Language
Interfaces (M221).
c. It may be necessary to maintain view state internally
for a user to present complete and consistent information. Not much experience exists dealing with suitable
user-oriented view models.

4.M302. Query Execution Planner/Optimizer
(L4)

a. This module performs the optimizing functions for

the system, unless it is bypassed by users wishing
to control access sequences directly. Logical descriptions (in terms of relations, tuples, and attributes) are
mapped here to physical con gurations ( les, records,
and elds). View transformation and integrity constraints have already been inserted into the operation
tree by the View Manager (M301); module M302
reduces the cost incurred.
The output of a query optimizer is a schedule of
le access operations, to be executed by the execution
routines (M311 and M312). In simple environments,
where few accesses use multiple les or remote information, this module may be minimal.
b. The required knowledge about the data resides within
the schema. The optimizer contains procedural knowledge of optimization strategies. Optimization decisions
require knowledge of the physical data con guration:
location of les, access paths, etc. Knowledge about
actual data location and assignment is provided via
the Schema Table Manager (M201). Most data specications are provided by the data administrator using
Module M221 to update the Schema Table (M201).
An optimizer for a distributed system also requires
knowledge about data allocation and replication, as
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placed into the schema at the request of the Schema
Language Executor (M211). Information about the
size of les is associated with the schema and typically
updated periodically.
Advanced optimizers also want information about
data value distribution. These ows are not included
now.
c. An optimizer can maintain transient information
about bu ers and data caches likely to be available.
Reuse of recently retrieved information can increase the
eciency of query processing greatly [Fink 82].

4.M311. Single Relation Operation Executor
(L3)

a.The Single Relation Operation Executor performs the

selection operation on an individual relation, resulting in
a record stream. The selection operation uses available
indexes implemented by the File Access Module (M101)
so that only subsets of the data have to be passed
through it. Any restrictions due to join processing is also
processed here. There is also the lter operation, which
implements selection on a record stream. Projection is
assigned to Module M312 for reasons discussed there.
One motivationfor the separation of these functions
into two modules is the need to interpose a Security
Filter (M903), which operates on data going to or
coming from single relations after the selection has
been performed. Speci cations for Module M311 have
been completed [YuLi 88].
Modules M311 and M312 are also responsible for
performing specialized database update operations that
implement view update requests [Kell 85].
b. The operations are executed in the sequence speci ed
in the operation tree passed by the caller. Operations
may select single records or sets of records. The data is
provided by the File Access Module (M101) of layer L2.
All information from the schema that is needed
by this module is placed in the operation tree by
the View Manager (M301) and the Query Execution
Planner/Optimizer (M302).
c. Internal state is maintained only to assure correct
completion of the single relation accessing requests.

4.M312. Multi-Relation Operation Executor
(L4)

a. Module M312 performs projection, the catenation

processing after restriction due to any joins, and the
operations which combine data: union, intersection,
and di erence. The projection operation is assigned to
Module M312 for two reasons: projection may require

a sort to elide duplicate tuples, and the security lter
may need to access the values to be projected out for
security predicates. This assignment a ects performance
only where projection drastically reduces result sizes.
Speci cations for Module M312 have been completed
[YuLi 88].
In some con gurations of database usage, for instance by some KBMSs (M521), joining operations
may be performed within the calling modules. In those
cases, it may not be necessary to include all functions of
M312. However, view processing by Module M301 may
insert join operations that were not known to modules
such as M521.
Modules M311 and M312 are also responsible for
performing specialized database update operations that
implement view update requests [Kell 85].
b. These operations are also executed in the sequence determined by the calling routines. Operations expect sets
of records. Local data is provided via Module M311, remote through the Distributed Access Mediator (M701).
Update data are provided by modules as M501,
M401, and M451, and are mediated by the View
Manager (M301).
c. Internal state is maintained only to assure correct
completion of the single relation accessing requests.

4.4. Database Management

This group encompasses all the database model-sensitive
routines, resulting in a great variety of modules.
Through these modules, the primary high level programmed access takes place, especially for routine update and report production. These modules provide
the user interface commonly associated with commercial DBMS products. These processors can come in
many avors; hence we do not provide a detailed list of
alternatives. Some modules will be part of a initial installation expected to be supplied with an Ada DBMS;
others will be supplied by users as needed.

4.M401{M439. System-provided and Userprovided DBMS Interfaces (L5)

a. No full description will be given here, but some

general classes are recognized. We use M401{M419 to
designate modules which are part of a typical DBMS;
for instance, a module to handle the developing sql
standard. Other modules will be provided by user
organizations to suit their own needs; we assign M421{
M439 for these module versions.
b. The modules deliver data to end users or end-user
programs. The data is obtained from the databases and
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presented according to the knowledge encoded in the
schema.
Accessing the database Data requirements for these
modules are satis ed either by an Algebraic Access
module (M451) at layer L5 or by direct access to the
View Manager (M301) at layer L4. Such access must
be mediated for security protection by the Security
Filter (M903). All commands are also passed through
the Security Query Transformation module (M921).
A Query-by-Example processor can generate relational algebra statements [Ling 85], and thereby use the
Algebraic Access module (M451).
We also partition the modules into two sub-types
depending on their information access and storage
requirements. We assign here module numbers M401{
M409 and M421{429 to indicate compiled access to the
database, and M411{M419 and M431{439 interpreted
access to the database. The data and information needs
of these various module types are similar but they di er
in binding time.
For production tasks, compiled versions of these
modules will be preferred. Here the knowledge is embedded at compile-time into the module. We show an
Ada-sql and qbe as typical of current approaches to
compiled access, and system 2000 as typical of mainly
interpretive access. Note that any of these languages
can be implemented in either fashion. An example is
provided by [Frie 86] and the subsequent discussion
[FrKe 85].
Accessing the schema Compiled access is the preferred mode for routine data-processing. Information
from the schema is incorporated at compile-time and
controls the actual code generation process. This is the
mode used for instance by ids, the current mainstay of
the WWMCCS systems.
In interpreted mode, the schema contents are used
during query processing. The result is a simpler implementation and more exibility, with loss in performance
when operations are routine. Interpreted modules can
yield a higher level of performance when the database
is very volatile in size or locality.
c. Once a module is compiled, it maintains internal
state. In compiled mode, any changes in the schema
require recompilation of the programs. In systemR such recompilations are initiated automatically as
required [CAKL 81].
An interpretive module does not keep internal
state; all of its control information is obtained, as
needed, from the schema table via the Schema Table
Manager (M201).

4.M451. Algebraic Access (L5)

a. This module is envisaged as a very thin layer, and

provides a protective interface for commands being
passed from layers L5 or L6. This protection is important for calling modules which are developed outside
of the control and detailed speci cation of this overall
DBMS design. Speci cations for a prototype Algebraic
Access module have been completed [Lin 88].
Data is not to be moved here, but handed directly
to the View Manager (M301) at layer L4. Note that
this interface was entirely omitted in our prototype
speci cation.
b. The Algebraic Access module is driven by commands
from user interface modules as M421 or M521. These
are veri ed using knowledge obtained from the Schema
Table Manager (M201) and converted into an ecient
internal format for the routines which execute the
relational operations, modules M311 and M312.
For most of the commands, any references for the
data are passed through with the commands. The data
references are set-oriented, allowing large granules to
be handled per command transfer. The commands are
passed to the View Manager (M301), which performs
view translation and implements database integrity.
c. No internal state should be kept by this module.

4.5. High-level Processors

The programs at this level have application and system
knowledge which permits them to serve users in an
intelligent fashion.
Tasks emphasized at this layer are:
 Simple, non-procedural query formulation.
 Presentation of information at a terminal.
 Data reduction.
 Multi le access optimization using application
knowledge.
Issues of compilation versus interpretation follow
the distinctions made in modules M401 and M411.

4.M501-M519. Query Processors (L6)

a. A simple user module of this type is the proposed
wis Database Interaction Tool (dit) [Berk 85a]. It

consists of a query interpreter and report generator.
Models for the facilities needed for such systems exist
on personal computers, as q&a by Symantec, sequitur
by Paci c Software, and pfs-file. On larger machines
these services are approximated by answer-db, stairs
of IBM, and mark-iv of Informatics.
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b. Data accesses made by query processors typically

bypass the intermediate query-language processors provided at layer L5. Their need is for direct procedural
internal interfaces as provided by the View Manager
(M491).
Knowledge for the performance of these tasks is
again contained in the schema M201. It may come
from a variety of sources.
c. Information from previous transactions may be kept
during a user session for merging into nal presentation.
Time stamps should identify retrieved data to permit
recognition of access asynchrony and the possibility of
inconsistency.

4.M521-M539. Knowledge-based Modules (L6)

a. Knowledge-based systems process and reduce aggre-

gations of data using arti cial intelligence techniques
to deal with complex relationships and uncertainty.
They are oriented towards aiding in decision-making
and planning. Examples of knowledge-based modules
are found in [Wied 84].
b. A KBMS obtains knowledge about the database
from the schema via Module M201 and may store
private knowledge within the database itself. The use
of private storage relieves the database administrator for
responsibility of information which is expert knowledge,
and often tentative and uncertain. These modules will
use services of the query routines M401, at layer L5
or the Algebraic Access module (M451). They are
able to deposit knowledge gained in processing into the
private storage. Knowledge gained that is of general
value can be stored in private storage and can then be
accessed by a DBA and used to upgrade the schema
accordingly.
Knowledge of a speci c application can help these
modules to access the database in an ecient fashion.
We expect these modules to often skip accessing modules
at layer L5. A major reorganization could a ect such
eciency, however. We believe that once operational
stability is achieved, the associated eciency of access
at this layer can be of sucient bene t.
c. Knowledge-based routines require a great deal of
semantic information. Some of the information can be
e ectively kept with the schema, other information is
maintained internally and, as needed for persistence,
stored in designated database les.
:::

4.6. Transaction Management

Transaction management implements control of user
interactions. There are two functions: checking for and

avoiding interference of concurrent transactions, and
making scheduling decisions when interference occurs.
In the proposed architecture, we have scheduling
decisions performed independent of concurrency control,
which must interrupt transactions and then invoke
the scheduler module at the operating system layer.
Our DBMS is now decoupled in an important sense
from the scheduler. Making a wrong, that is, a nonoptimal decision in the scheduler, will only a ect system
performance, not correctness of the result.
In many treatises on concurrency control, the
scheduling task is embedded within the concurrency
control code [BrHa 72]. Embedding means that the
transaction scheduler M601 has to be modi ed when
alternate scheduling strategies are needed, and this can
a ect reliability. The Transaction Manager (M601) is a
much larger module and critical to system correctness;
hence we consider such a separation essential.
Logging is the function which writes persistent redundant data for recovery from system, transaction, and
user failures. Its requirements, and hence its activities,
di er greatly depending on the environment.
In a bank, logging occupies a major fraction of
the resources. In a volatile and real-time environment,
little logging may take place since, for signal or data
acquisition, the cost and volume of data logging may be
greater than the bene t. Logging may demand much
storage bandwidth and capacity. There are database
systems without logging, in a workstation that is in fact
typical.
Two types of recovery operations must be supported:
 Rollback: backing out aborted transactions, or
undoing all the e ects of erroneous transactions
which were already committed.
 Restoration: restarting the system using a backup
le, and then applying all subsequent changes to
the le. Backups should hence be created regularly.
Restoration is not described in this paper.

4.M601. Transaction Manager (L3)

a. This module controls multi-user access and prevents

interference of transactions. The protection extends
from layer L2 down; we expect that the top layer will
support long sessions for which traditional transaction
management is not appropriate. This module is another
component of the service layer (L3). It will be minimal,
perhaps even omitted, in situations where there is:
a) single user (workstation) operation
b) no updating
c) only one active process with update privileges
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The primary task of this can be implemented in two
distinct styles: optimisticversus pessimistic concurrency
control.
O Using the optimistic style a permission to access is
granted until an access con ict is detected. When
an access con ict is found, the Transaction Manager invokes the Scheduler (M611) for a priority
decision. Then the Recovery Manager (M622) is
invoked to restore the database to an earlier version.
P Using pessimistic style synchronization, the internal tables are scanned for every request and the
executor is delayed until safe execution can be
assured.
The information ow available to this module must
satisfy either approach. A separate report expands on
the tasks expected from an Ada/DBMS transaction
module [Cher 85].
In a locking paradigm, the Transaction Manager
performs deadlock detection using information maintained by the Lock Manager (M602).
b. The transaction management module is invoked by
three sources. Most invocations will be for commands
recognized by the executor module M311 as being
relevant for transaction management. When a data
reorganization occurs (M212), an internally initiated
transaction must be scheduled. Finally, a DBA interface
to this module has two functions: initiating an abort of
a transaction where control has been lost and initiating
a dump transaction.
Backups require a quiescent state of the system to
assure consistency of the backup data. In very large
database systems, incremental dumping and subsequent
backup le synchronization may have to be supported
by this module.
The Transaction Manager (M601) explicitly calls
the Log Manager (M621) to record system status for
rollback, recovery, and audit. It provides identifying
data and timestamps for this task.
c. The transaction control module must maintain the
following information internally:
1. A list of all active users or transactions
2. A record of all objects locked for access by users or
transactions
3. The type of access (read, write, or perhaps increment)

4.M602. Lock Manager (L1)

a. The Lock Manager performs concurrency control for

shared database access. In a pessimistic concurrency

control approach, locks are used. The same interface
may be used by an optimistic concurrency control
approach that does con ict checking at the commit
point.
Locking is done by symbolic name on three di erent
namespaces based on the class of item locked:
 File identi er for le-level lock
 Block and le identi ers for physical block-level
lock
 Record and le identi ers for logical record-level
lock
 Field, record and le identi ers for eld-level lock
Block-level locks are maintained by the Block Manager
(M102) because the bu ers are also a shared resource
that must handle concurrent access. We do not yet
envision implementation of eld locks, but include
them because they can be added into this module easily
if desired.
Calls exist for marking the start, commit, abort,
and end of transactions. Nested transactions are also
supported. The Lock Manager may immediately return in case of failure to acquire lock or it may wait
until the lock is available. The Transaction Manager
(M601) performs deadlock detection using information
maintained by the Lock Manager.
b. The Lock Manager is called by the File Access Module
(M101) to lock les (primarily at open/close) and
records (between the operations of a transaction). The
Lock Manager is also called by the Transaction Manager
(M601) for the start, commit, abort, and end of
transactions, and also for deadlock detection. The Lock
Manager is also called by the Reorganization Manager
(M212) to lock entire les during reorganization.
c. The Lock Manager needs to maintain a shared lock
table that is accessed for all users.

4.M611. Scheduler for Multiple Users (L1)

a. The scheduler module implements the planned op-

erating mode for the DBMS. In an Ada environment
the function is delegated to the task management package associated with an Ada sensitive operating system.
The scheduler embodies priority rules for scheduling,
and resolves con icts found by the concurrency control embodied in the transaction management module
M601. The operating system layer is appropriate for
the scheduler, since scheduling involves knowledge and
assessments of the availability of global resources.
Much of the scheduling knowledge is encoded within
the module, and alternate strategies are inserted by
replacing this module. Since this module is invoked
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at times of con ict, it cannot make demands on any
resources ( les, input or output, additional memory)
which may be scarce.
Alternative scheduling strategies for a DBMS are:
1. Fairness to all users|timesharing.
2. Minimal con ict|priority given to users holding
scarce resources.
3. Time-based scheduling|deadline-driven processing.
4. Priority|user identi cation determines assignment.
High-performance, transaction-oriented systems tend to
use strategy 2. Mixed approaches are valid in certain
applications but rarely availabletoday, leading to DBMS
in exibility.
b. The results of the scheduler are simple decisions
within the transaction control mechanism of module
M601. Some of the knowledge needed is transmitted
with the invoking call. The remainder is obtained from
the operating system.
c. We see no internal state being maintained in this
module.

4.M621. Log Manager (L3)
a. The logging module M621 must provide at least the

information needed to enable the capabilities required
by the transaction control module M601. For instance,
an optimistic concurrency protocol requires a persistent
log of all before-images of transactions which have not
yet been committed or aborted.
Distributed concurrency control is best accomplished using versions of data [BeGo 82], and here the
logging module has to maintain persistent versions of
past transactions which follow any transaction not yet
expunged from the system. Replication of data, controlled by the access planner M302 and executed by
the distribution server M711 to distributed computers
also changes the requirements, reducing data logging
but increasing the complexity of data identi cation.
There is also device dependency. In paperless
systems, logging requirements increase. When optical
media with intrinsic version capability [Rath 84], are
used, less logging is needed than for magnetic disks.
For optical disks, logging may be eliminated in favor of
periodic backup (dump commands) as signaled by the
database administrator issuing dump commands via the
transaction manager M601.
Speci cations for the Log Manager have been completed [Kenn 88b].

b. The logging module provides data for the Recovery

Manager (M622) and audit modules M801. Control
knowledge for logging decisions is based on the callers
to the Log Manager.
The data being logged will be labeled by information provided by the Transaction Manager (M601) as
transactions are initiated. The initializationinformation
for a transaction is provided with the command text,
transmitted from the executor module M311. Each
data block being emitted or received is identi ed with
a transaction identi er.
In our architecture, the logger obtains the data
from the ow of data records between the executor
M311 and the le access routine M101. This ow
includes data identi cation and content. Positioning
the logger M621 at this point in the ow means that
the logger accesses records, rather than blocks. This
follows current conventions [Gray 81], but does not
permit le restoration using after-images from media
crashes. It also does not protect information loss due to
failures of the M101 and M102 modules, which could
damage other data in the blocks obtained.
A restoration in our architecture requires replay
of past transactions. Backup or dump functions are
invoked by the transaction management module M601
automatically, or in response to commands issued by
the DBA.
In an alternative architecture, the logger obtains
data blocks from the ow between the le access routines
M101 and the Block Manager M102. The logging
volume is larger and some blocks may contain data
from several active transactions. Such an architecture
can recover more e ectively from media damage and
software disasters.
The logger output bypasses the operating systems
bu er management M102, since it writes with high
priority, typically to dedicated devices. It is critical
that all schema le alterations be logged as well. Data
to be logged comprise ve types:
1. Transaction begin, commit or abort, identi cation,
and timestamp.
2. Before-images (records) for rollback restoration
from aborted or erroneous transactions.
3. After-images (records) for insertion restoration
from system crashes other than media failures.
4. Message journal containing formal query text and
responses for operational replay and audit.
5. Transaction thread identifying both blocks and
records read and written.
There is redundancy in this list, and rarely all ve types
of data are logged.
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Logging may also di er by application within one
system. However, since it is the data which must be
protected, in particular the data which are owned by
an application, the required information for speci c
logging methods can be kept in the schema M201 and
obtained from a schema interpreter.
c. The logger should not maintain internal state, so

that its operation is una ected by system failures. All
its information is within the les that is used to log the
information. This assures one aspect of idempotency as
de ned by [Gray 81].

4.M622. Recovery Manager (L2)
a. The recovery manager repairs damaged databases

and assists in the recovery from transaction aborts for
optimistic transaction protocols. Recovery management
is initiated either
1. Automatically by the operating system during its
recovery from a detected crash.
2. Automatically by the transaction management
module M601 to e ect restoration of aborted
transactions.
3. Manually by someone designated by the DBA when
a software crash is presumed.
4. Manually to recover from the e ect of erroneous
transactions.
Recovery management runs similar to an application, possibly with high priority given by the scheduler
M611.
b. The decision about the type of recovery needed is

provided by the caller. All other knowledge is obtained
from the les written by the logging module M621.
These are accessed directly, using module M103. No
use is made of the schema. Recovery may need error
status information from the operating system and the
le access system module M101.
For media recovery, the operating system is rst
called upon to provide a replacement. Recovery only
uses information and data stored by the logger to e ect
correction. It will not cause the writing or alteration
of log records itself to assure its own ability to recover
from subsequent crashes. It uses the le access system
(M101) to correct the data les.
c. It maintains internal state during a recovery oper-

ation. This information must not cause the recovery
module to miss recovery steps if a failure occurs during
recovery.

4.7. Distributed Databases

Support for distributed databases is an important aspect of database system design. Several of the modules
are a ected by distribution, such as the Schema Table
Manager (M201), and there are four modules speci cally for distributed databases. The Distributed Access
Mediator (M701) encapsulates requests for access to
remote data. These requests are passed to the Distributed Access Driver (M711) for transmission to the
remote site. At the remote site, the request is received by the Distributed Access Server (M721), which
processes the request for execution at that site. For
federated, autonomous databases, such as public databases, the Federated Access Mediator (M702) performs
the necessary transformations at the request of the Distributed Access Mediator (M701) for communication
using foreign database protocols.

4.M701. Distributed Access Mediator (L4)

a. Distributed access is intended to be an integral

portion of an Ada-DBMS. Four modules mediate the
interfaces. This module, M701, receives requests for
remote services and possibly data for updates. The
Distributed Access Driver module (M711) packages
requests for transmission to remote sites. The Distributed Access Server module (M721) receives these
requests and starts local execution of them. The Federated Access Mediator (M702) is responsible for access
to public and autonomous database systems. Other
modules are a ected, especially the Query Execution
Planner/Optimizer (M302), which must now recognize
distributed allocation if it is to generate ecient access
plans in a distributed environment.
We envisage the language for inter-site requests
to follow the relational algebra. A distributed DBMS
(DDBMS) will maintaina separate super-schema to permit translation of global names to their local equivalent.
If transformations of data are required, we propose that
a view be de ned for that function, and the available facilities of the View Manager (M301), and view update
operations implemented in the Operation Executors
(M311 and M312), be called on.
The super-schema may be partitioned, so that
understanding of requests may require access to schemas
at other sites of the distributed DBMS (DDBMS).
Multibase of CCA [DaHw 83] provides a model for a
passive DDBMS, where no control over the remote sites
is exercised and no remote updates can be processed.
Multiple requests may be needed for retrieval from
fragmented relations and for updates of replicated data.
The View Manager (M301) handles partitions and
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fragmentation of relations through a view mechanism,
and this may be simpli ed by the Query Execution
Planner/Optimizer (M302).
This module also handles distributed deadlock
detection in conjunction with modules at the remote
sites.
b. This routine is invoked by local requests for processing
on remote sites. Requests are sent to the Distributed
Access Driver (M711) for transmission to remote sites.
c. This module maintains status information on the
current remotely executed transactions and subtransactions.

and unpacks any records received into the format used
within the DBMS.
It can also be invoked by the Recovery Manager
(M622) to obtain copies of data, so that the remote
site can act as a log. Using replication as an adjunct
to logging is essential in situations where a distributed
node can be damaged, so that its normallystable storage
is lost. Using remote replication can be advantageous
as an alternative to local logging on small or mobile
sites.
c. This module keeps track of outstanding requests
until they have been completed.

4.M702. Federated Access Mediator (L4)

4.M721. Distributed Access Server (L5)

autonomous databases. Restructuring of requests may
be needed to handle the formats required by remote
sites.
b. This module is invoked by the Distributed Access
Mediator (M701) upon requests for remote execution
of subtransactions on public, autonomous, or heterogeneous databases.
c. Descriptive information of remote database systems
and their protocols are available to this module.

submits them to the Algrebraic Access module (M451)
for further processing. This module is the point of contact for requests from remote sites, which usually come
from the Distributed Access Driver (M711) from the
Distributed Access Mediator (M701) or the Federated
Access Mediator (M702).
b. This module maintains status information on the
current remotely submitted transactions and subtransactions.
c. The superschema information is stored in a le and
retrieved as needed. Portions retrieved may be cached
internally. The superschema contains:
1. Knowledge provided by the Distribution DBA.
2. Information obtained by this module from the local
and remote schemas.
Access to the local schema is mediated by the Schema
Table Manager (M201). Remote access uses communication facilities and schema access by the same routine
at the remote site, or by its equivalent if the DDBMS
includes non-Ada DBMSs.
More work is required to specify all the uses of
this information; we envisage a separate set of access
modules for distribution information.

a. This module mediates access to remote public and

4.M711. Distributed Access Driver (L1)

a. This module mirrors the usage conventions of the

primary le access server M101, but transmits the
request to other sites. The decision as to which of
the two modules to invoke is made by the MultiRelation Operation Executor (M312) on the basis of
le information obtained from the schema. If relations
are fragmented, then the executor M312 may have to
issue multiple requests to satisfy a select expression. If
data are replicated, the M312 executor module must
issue any update requests to all the sites involved.
The data request to a remote site will be phrased
in a language based on the relational algebra operators:
select and project, and will use local naming conventions. It is the responsibility of the remote site to
translate and execute the query. This translation may
require a super schema (handled by a routine as M701)
and possibly view translation, perhaps generating joins
and other operations at the remote site. This means
that details of local bindings at remote sites do not
have to be made known to requesting sites.
b. This routine only does a formatting transformation
on the requests to make them suitable for transmission,

a. This module accepts requests from remote sites and

4.8. Audit
The audit function monitors the operation of the system.
The information gained provides the necessary feedback
for long-term system management and control. Individual transaction type performance and transaction use
patterns may be monitored. Access to audit information is mediated by security controls; typically the audit
users will have a high level of read-only access rights.
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4.M801. Administrative Interface (L4)

a. The audit module is invoked by the DBA or the

security ocer to monitor and verify the operation of
the system.
b. As the functionality of the database grows, the Administrative Interfaces takes on importance in auditing
the proper operation of the system.
c. No internal state needs to be kept by the audit
module.

4.9 Security Enforcement

Security protection for the DBMS requires a number of
modules, for which the security table M901 provides
the information. The concepts for these modules are
described in detail in a separate document [Spoo 86].
Mandatory and discretionary security controls are
needed for the Ada-DBMS. Mandatory controls require
a rigid separation of access rights and must be implemented within the operating system, and hence are not
part of this DBMS design. Any communication request
between levels of mandatory security will be treated as
if it were a request to a remote computer, and is mediated through the communication subsystem, which has
to provide the same protection function for any remote
access request.
The Ada-DBMS is responsible for implementing
discretionary controls within each security level imposed
by the mandatory controls. There are ve modules
related to discretionary security enforcement:
M901 Security Table Manager
M902 Security Interpreter
M903 Security Filter
M911 Security Manager
M921 Query Modi cation
The rst four of these modules are intended to be part of
the trusted computer base (TCB). Together they form
a boundary which permits the de nition of a secure
envelope so that other modules within the envelope
need not be trusted. All communication out of this
envelope is mediated by these trusted modules, and no
other communication is permissible.
The last module M921 is included primarily for
performance reasons and is not required for correct
security enforcement. Hence, it need not be part of the
trusted computer base.

4.M901. Security Table Manager (L3)

a. The security table manager M901 maintains the

authorization matrix. The authorization table includes

the discretionary controls de ned in terms of predicates
associated with triples of the form huser or clique, data
object, operationi.
We assume that the predicates take the form of
functionals. These functionals, when evaluated, lter
a tuple by blanking out attributes of the tuple or
supressing the entire tuple.
b. The authorization matrix is readable by a trusted
program within the DBMS M902 and writable only by
the security ocer.
c. This module maintains critical internal state. Logically, it might be part of the Data Dictionary/Directory
[Berk 85], however, physically, it should be stored and
managed separately to guarantee its integrity. The functionals may be arbitrarily complex and are speci ed by
the security ocer using any language developed for
this purpose. Once compiled, they are stored in a library and their names used as access privileges in the
authorization matrix.

4.M902. Security Table Interpreter (L3)

a. The security interpreter is the interface between the

security lter M903 in the executor and the authorization matrix of M901.
b. It accepts requests from the security lter M903
and the security transformation module M921. It
returns the set of predicates which de ne the relevant
discretionary controls. Speci cally, given the name of a
clique, data object, and operation type, the Interpreter
consults the authorization matrix for the names of all
predicates which must be satis ed. It then retrieves
these predicates from M901 and returns them to the
requestor. If the data object is a relation, the interpreter
returns all predicates de ned for the relation as well as
any de ned for the attributes of the relation.
c. It does not maintain internal state.

4.M903. Security Filter (L3)

a. The Security Filter is sandwiched between the two

halves of the Executor M312 and M311 and lters all
tuples owing through it. It rst processes discretionary
controls de ned on the relation of which the tuple is a
member. If the discretionary controls are not satis ed,
the tuple is passed no higher in the system, and hence
is never seen by the user. If the tuple does pass the
discretionary controls for the relation, then discretionary
controls for attributes of the tuple are checked. If these
controls are not satis ed for any attribute in the tuple,
that attribute is blanked out. Thus, the value of that
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attribute is never seen by the user. The Security Filter
will similarly lter data in an update query.
b. All the information required is obtained from the
security table M901 via the security interpreter M902.
c. No internal state is maintained

4.M911. Security Manager (L3)

a. The Security Manager is the interface the Security

Ocer uses to change the authorization information in
the Security Table maintained by the Security Table
Manager (M901).
b. The Security Manager is invoked upon request of
the Security Ocer and it uses private calls of the
Security Table Manager for query and maintenance of
the Security Table.
c. It does not maintain internal state.

4.M921. Security Query Transform (L4)

a. For eciency reasons, we include a query modi cation

module for security predicates for use by the Planner.
This module is called by the execution planner M302
when generating a plan for processing a query to modify
the plan to retrieve only data which will satisfy the
discretionary security controls. This can greatly reduce
the volume of data retrieved by a query. It will also
allow the planner to project out columns of a relation
that will eventually be blanked out by the Security
Filter (M903).
b. Security query modi cation is invoked by the query
planner M302 and obtains the knowledge for its advice
via the security table interpreter M902.
c. It should not maintain internal state.

5. The Future of DADAISM

There are several complementary aspects to future
DADAISM development, so that success in one aspect
is bound to bene t the others.
First of all, there is the importance of having an
Ada-oriented database system available for the community. Only a DBMS which provides e ective interfaces
for data processing, sensor data acquisition, as well
as high-level SQL access can hope to be accepted by
managers who are concerned with aggregate system
performance and availability. There is no doubt that a
well-architectured and developed Ada DBMS will outperform software which embeds large bodies of foreign
code and must depend on interfaces oriented towards
query languages.

If the DADAISM project is in itself not successful,
it will have developed technology useful in successor
systems in and for Ada. But any major delay incurred
will cause many tasks that could be managed in a
DBMS environment to be made operational using a
variety of le management techniques instead.
A question to be answered by the DADAISM e ort
is still the extent to which true modularity concepts can
be used in large systems. Traditionally in large systems,
unconstrained access to information among program
modules was exploited in order to achieve adequate
performance. We cannot assume that our architecture
speci cation has captured all the essential information
sharing paths. But if we can constrain changes to pairs
of modules (information-generating and informationreceiving), we will have placed modularization concepts
on a much sounder footing.
The ability to separate modules may have an important e ect on the software industry. This industry, in
addition to some large and well-established companies,
includes many bright young entrepreneurs. For these,
developing and demonstrating to the market an entire
DBMS is not feasible. It is our hope that the modularization can accomplish this goal. Examples where
speci ed interfaces have opened the market abound
in software and hardware. For instance, the Interbase
Software Company could not get o the ground until it
decided to adapt to the DEC VAX Standard Relational
Interface.
Last but not least, the development of the
DADAISM project satis es an educational aspect. The
decomposition of software into modules, especially with
functional speci cations in Anna as used in DADAISM,
will improve the dissemination of modern software development technology principles. When students can
feel that large software projects can be manageable,
exciting, and e ective, we will gain in an area where
now much doubt is expressed. Such doubt in turn
drives away many good students and encourages people
to expend intellectual e ort on tasks not as demanding
and critical as programming in the large.

5.1. Expectations from having modules

We expect two major gains in terms of adaptability and
reliability from having modules.
1 Having a library of modules permits tailoring of
the DBMS to small and large computer systems.
We expect for instance single user workstations to
become common. Here access controls can be much
simpler than on systems where many user share a
processor.
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2 Distribution of functions can also be eased. We
may nd systems without major local storage, so
that le access and logging functions may reside
on other processors.
3 Adaptability over time is enabled. Databases must
live for a long time. The ability to replace modules
will accomodate change and growth.
4 With well de ned modules we also gain an ability
to use multiple vendors for development, and can
pro t from the best new technology.
5 The lower level modules can reduce the problems
with inconsistent operating system services at the
low level. We always prefer that the OS does much,
but many current DBMSs achieve portability by
replicating many OS functions.

5.2. Current State of DADAISM Prototype

The architecture described in this paper has been
partially formally speci ed and a partial operational
prototype exists. The operational modules implement
a single user database system including single tuple
update requests. The implemented modules have formal interface speci cations written in Ada. Functional
speci cations are written in Anna, a declarative speci cation language for Ada developed by David Luckham.
These modules have operational, but not necessarily
complete, implementations in Ada. Statistics on the
number of lines of Ada/Anna speci cations and code
bodies are in the table. The modules with asterisks in
the column for bodies are merely program stubs.
Module
Block Mgr
Log Mgr
Transaction Mgr
File Access
SROE/MROE
Rel Alg
Schema Table Mgr
Schema Lang Exec
Load Database
Demo Program
Totals

Specs
950
550
350
2050
3200
500
1900
1100
400
50
11,050

Body
1500
700
550*
8050
6700
3050
3650
150*
650
2800
27,800

We are using Anna for the functional speci cation language because a declarative language allows the
speci cations to be checked as assertions against the
operational code. Alternatively, comparing a procedural

speci cation language against an implementation is in
general an undecidable problem. Although the toolset
for Anna is still under development, there are already
tools that allow the speci cations to be validated using
simulation to determine completeness and correctness.
There is also a tool to convert the speci cations into
assertions that are inserted into the code bodies to
validate through program testing that the code bodies
satisfy the speci cations under the conditions tested.
Declarative speci cations are also more amenable to program veri cation once the state of program veri cation
theorem provers is suciently advanced. Furthermore,
declarative speci cations also allow new and improved
algorithms to be used to implement modules, and allow
the module functionality to be adapted to operational
needs while still satisfying the interface and functional
speci cations. While writing the speci cations in Anna
is quite an involved process, the additional time spent
in design is more than balanced by the reduced time in
implementation and program testing.
Our next step is to implement concurrency control and transaction support. This involves continued
elaboration of the design in speci cations and implementation. Steps after that include implementation of
database optimization, query compilation, SQL support, and data distribution and remote access. Once a
critical mass of database code bodies are operational,
the security modules can be speci ed and have prototype implementations. A full implementation of the
security modules also awaits the existence of a secure
Ada run time environment.
In parallel with this continued development of the
architecture and implementation, we are considering
enhancements to support storage of objects, such as
those needed for computer aided software engineering
(CASE) tools. This enhancement of functionality will
be an important test of our architecture. We will not
avoid making more major changes to the architecture
if they result in an improved structure for supporting
objects. But if the changes to the architecture for
object support maintain the overall structure, then our
con dence increases that the architecture can support
evolving database implementationsover several decades.

5.3. Lessons Learned About DADAISM During
Its Development

Our modularized design evolved throughout the course
of this project. Early in the project under STARS funding we developed an initial modularization diagram,
based in part on the work done under WIS. As our
work progressed, we found need to make several changes
in the general design and in that diagram. This section
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focuses on the changes to the design that are not completely re ected in the earlier sections, which describe
primarily the design for the relational implementation.
The reader may nd it helpful to refer to the attached
modularization diagram when reading this section.
Our design has clari ed schema management.
While we continue to believe in the importance of
a multi-level schema, we have found that the schema is
best stored in an integrated format. This permits better
management of the schema data, and it ensures that
the schema data for the various levels are maintained
with mutual consistency.
We also re ned the allocation of schema-related
functionality to the various modules. The Schema
Table Manager now maintains the schema tables stored
as relations in the database while it maintains a cache of
parts of the schema in active use. The Reorganization
Manager changes the data les to correspond to changes
in the schema from user Data De nition Language
(DDL) requests. The coordination of schema changes
and the corresponding data changes is managed by the
Schema Language Executor, which ensures the integrity
of the database with respect to the schema. One or more
Schema Language Interfaces allow users to enter DDL
requests in the user's preferred DDL dialect (e.g., SQL,
QBE). Any further expansion of DDL capability will
require the addition of concepts for entity-relationship,
structural, and KRL-type (knowledge representational)
models.
We have simpli ed the security framework somewhat. In particular, we decided that the separation of
the Security Filter and the Security Table Interpreter
was arti cial, so these modules have been combined.
We realized that schema data are also subject to security constraints on disclosure, so we moved the Schema
Table Manager, which maintains a cache of the schema,
below the Security Filter.
Asynchronous input-output is a problem in Ada.
We settled on a separation between the Block Manager
(originally called the Bu er Manager) and the Asynchronous Input-Output module because asynchrony
may or may not exist independently of bu ering. In
operating systems that provide for asynchronous inputoutput, we suggest using it directly rather than using
Ada's input-output packages. We note that many forms
of the UNIX* operating system do not support asynchronous input-output, although the Mach operating
system does support this capability.
We moved several modules to lower layers as we
came to better understood their functionality and the
layering. The Transaction Manager is now part of
Layer 2, Object Access (formerly known as File Ac-

cess). We are considering porting DADAISM to the
Camelot transaction system residing on top of Mach, in
which case the DADAISM Transaction Manager would
provide a higher level of abstraction on top of Camelot's
transaction facility. We also moved the Log Manager
to Layer 1, System Services, as we recognized this to
be a system service rather than a le access function.
We observe that the designers of Camelot agree in that
they support logging.
We carefully considered how to support objects in
the DADAISM design. This resulted in changing the
design so that it divides the File Access Module (FAM)
into three modules: the Object and Record Manager,
the Access Path Manager, and the Nested Segment
Manager. This division is based on the three main
functions of the old FAM, and the code appears to be
easily separable. Part of the reason for the separation is
that the FAM has become unmanageable; we have not
yet been able to include all the speci ed functionality
in the implementation. In addition, we believe that the
separation will facilitate increasing the functionality to
support objects.
The lowest level of the new FAM set of modules
is the Nested Segment Manager. This module handles
a collection of variable length segments that are selfdescribing and hierarchically nested. Also included is
an object identi er (OID) access structure based on the
tuple identi er (TID) access structure in the FAM.
Our original design of the FAM always used the
index for nding the desired data since the data were
not linked together. We found that avoiding the linking
of data enabled some algorithms to be designed in
a much cleaner form, permitting a simpler recovery
algorithm to be used. The algorithms for inserting,
deleting, and replacing records were also simpli ed as
a result. The algorithms for sequential access, however,
including setting the cursor, became considerably more
complex. Consequently, we have decided to link the
data in the new implementation of the Nested Segment
Manager. Note that this will not a ect either the
interface or the functionality of this module. We will be
able to reuse much of the original FAM code to serve
object management, and we will consider the use of
other STARS Foundation code, in particular, the RSR
routines, to maintain the hierarchies.
The Access Path Manager maintains B-trees, hash
tables, and other access paths for the data stored by
the Nested Segment Manager using OIDs for references.
The lists of nested segments referred to in a B-tree
index (e.g., all the objects with the same key for that
index) are stored in a separate nested segment. This
concept was used in the FAM, and we are adopting it
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in the formal interface speci cations.
The Object and Record Manager (ORM) coordinates access path and record or object access. For
example, to nd an object using an index, the index
is rst searched. The results of the index search are
used by the ORM to obtain the object from the Nested
Segment Manager.
The use of formal functional speci cations with
Anna has considerably improved the Block Manager.
Before these formal speci cations were written, we
had developed an earlier version of the Block Manager
(called the Bu er Manager) that not only contained but
a small portion of the intended functionality but also
included bugs. After developing formal functional speci cations for the Block Manager, we better understood
the distinction between functionality and algorithms.
Furthermore, the re-speci ed Block Manager turned out
to be easier to implement and much easier to debug.
The Anna tools developed by David Luckham's
group were part of the reason for this ease. For example,
we were able to change the Block Manager implementation so that it wrote out the bu ers only if they had
changed. This change improved the DADAISM's operational performance considerably, but it did not a ect
perceived functionality. Using our testing techniques,
we were able to determine quickly that the revised implementation still met the unchanged functional specications. We must emphasize that this determination
was only possible because we used declarative functional speci cations that do not specify the choice of
algorithms; an algorithmic speci cation language would
have required that the speci cations be changed.
Our modular database design has evolved to become a much stronger framework for database implementation under STARS Foundation sponsorship. We
believe that the development of a complete set of formal
speci cations for the modules of a database system has
many bene ts. Among these is the ability to evolve
the system, so that new requirements and technology
can be incorporated through the use of alternative code
bodies matching the original (unchanged) speci cation.
Our support for multiple interfaces at di ering levels will facilitate the development of reverse-engineered
interfaces that permit existing systems to continue to
access the data after migration to DADAISM. Inasmuch as we are providing functional speci cations, it
will be possible for multiple software vendors to develop
modules that can be assembled to operate together as
a complete system.
A prototype implementation of the complete speci cations will be able to serve as a research vehicle
for numerous experiments in database implementation.

Designers could, for example, experiment with new
optimization or concurrency control algorithms. Students learning about database implementation could
learn about the DADAISM design and then implement
their own versions of a module. DADAISM represents a
database system that can share data referenced through
either an object-oriented interface or a relational interface. The concepts we have re ned in the development
of the DADAISM speci cation for a modular database
system in and for Ada appear to have generality that
is applicable to other complex, multi-objective software
systems.

5.4. Lessons Learned About Ada Software
Development

The speci cation and development of the DADAISM
system over many months has provided the implementation team with considerable practical experience with
respect to the development of large, Ada-based software
systems. Looking back over that experience, we wish to
share some general observations about the development
process and to provide some recommendations about
approaches we found helpful. We hope that our experiences will enable others to develop Ada-based systems
more e ectively.
Modularization is a key to implementation success.
This may sound a bit like \motherhood and apple
pie," for who would dispute this statement. We ourselves held a strong belief in modularization before the
project started. Nevertheless, we were surprised at the
inadequacy of our working de nition of proper modularization and at the sensitivity of the our development
progress to this factor. We found that some of our
modules turned out to be too large, and a further
decomposition provided much better de nitional clarity
and improved manageability for both implementation
and maintenance. We cannot stress enough the importance of proper modularity for facilitating system
understanding and development ease.
The practical issue is quanti cation. How can the
developer measure proper modularity? Quanti cation is
dicult, but perhaps our experience can provide some
guidelines. Modules that proved to be troublesome
(and that proved to be more manageable after further
subdivision) had about 1500 lines of formalspeci cation,
10,000 lines of code, and a complexity measure of 400
conditionals and 100 loops. Modules that were the
least troublesome, on the other hand, had about 750
lines of formal speci cation, 3000 lines of code, and a
complexity measure of 160 conditionals and 70 loops.
Complexity considerations similarly apply to software interfaces; the greater the complexity of an in-
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terface, the greater the diculty in working with it.
We found the process of formally specifying software to
be helpful in addressing this issue. Not only did this
process facilitate the writing of Ada package speci cations, but it also provided clues as to the complexity of
the interface. Interfaces that became \unwieldy or too
dicult to specify" were candidates for redesign. The
modi cation of these interfaces not only clari ed the
software design but simpli ed the software as well.
Ada provides a number of very powerful representation capabilities for data and procedures. Unfortunately,
we found that considerations of development eciency
dictated that some of these capabilities be used sparingly
or only in restricted circumstances. The use of imported
data types is a case in point. We found that development diculty went up exponentially when datatypes
are imported through more than one interface, particularly when only type de nitions, and not the services,
are provided. (An example of a use that causes development problems would be the provision of datatype
S in Package A merely by de ning it as a subtype of
type T provided by Package B.) Although this usage
provides a powerful and compact representation, the
resulting reduction in human understandability more
than o sets the gain.
Again and again we found simplicity to be a key to
e ective development. Whether simplicity is achieved
directly (e.g., by modularization) or indirectly (e.g.,
by avoidance of constructs that increase complexity)
is not so important as the degree of system simplicity achieved. Perhaps human understanding is the key
to an e ective system development e ort. We found
that clear (and correct) documentation, code simplicity,
and access to experienced personnel with a thorough
understanding of the design were correlated with development e ectiveness. That is, the bene ts of simplicity
previously noted may stem from the developers' improved understanding of the system rather than from
any improvements in the system per se+.
We also found that porting a system from one
hardware platform to another continues to be a problem, despite the fact that Ada provides a mechanism
for producing relatively system-independent code. We
were quite careful in our development practices to
support portability; we knew before we began the
speci cation e ort that we would have to demonstrate
the DADAISM's operation on two di erent hardware
platforms. Yet, despite Ada's capability and our awareness, we still found that porting the software from one
platform to another was a non-trivial task.
A nal observation concerns our use of formal functional speci cations. We used the declarative functional

speci cation language Anna that has been developed by
David Luckham and his group at Stanford University,
and this approach turned out to bene t the development
e ort to a far greater degree than we had expected. We
were able, for example, to change algorithms to improve
the Block Manager's performance without changing either the interface or the functional speci cations. This
was only possible because our functional speci cations
were declarative and did not specify the choice of algorithms. Although the DADAISM project bene tted
signi cantly from the use of the Anna annotation language and tools and from the support received from
the Anna project, bene ts owed in both directions.
Our experiences in using Anna for an actual Ada development e ort provided valuable feedback that will be
used to improve Anna.
There are also some development techniques or
approaches that we recommend as a result of our experience. The rst of these relate to capturing expertise.
One of the reasons experienced personnel play such a
critical role in a software development e ort is that
they have a vast store of knowledge that is otherwise
undocumented. When this knowledge is lost (e.g., sta
turnover, lack of accessibility at crucial times), development e ectiveness su ers. We recommend the following
two approaches which we found helpful in capturing
and disseminating such experience.
a. Paired development|Develop critical modules
with programmer pairs rather than with single
individuals. The more experienced person of the
pair provides a ow of experience to the junior
person. Not only does this provide training, but
it serves to provide \redundant storage" of critical
knowledge.
b. Sta rotation|Implement each module with a
team that was not associated with the speci cation
of that module. This serves two purposes. First, the
speci er tends to be more careful in the speci cation process under these conditions, knowing that
all the information about the design will have to
be communicated through the speci cation rather
than through personal memory. Second, the implementer undertakes the task without the bene t of
any hidden or subconscious understandings about
the module. This surfaces speci cation assumptions that were undocumented. As a result, the
quality of both the documentation and the software
are much improved. We strongly recommend this
approach.
A tool we developed that turned out to be quite
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helpful was the Bit String Manager. This module
provided a useful extension to existing Ada data types,
allowing us to handle any type of data that might be
presented, not just data that were de nable at compile
time. We believe that system developers will nd such
a general capability quite useful and recommend that
they incorporate some variant of it in their systems.
With respect to the datatype importation problem, we recommend that abstract datatypes and their
constructors be placed in a separate package. While a
good design can provide the same bene t, it is often
dicult to foresee every datatype that might cross an
interface. The separate package approach provides a
degree of clarity that facilitates development.
At a higher level of abstraction, the type importation issue can be related to a tendency to rely on syntax
for higher-level abstract datatypes without the availability of suciently explicit semantics. At the higher
level, we expect more intelligence from our types, something that syntax alone cannot provide. Packaging new
types with subprograms that incorporate operations
and further constraints can provide some of the needed
semantics. Note that constraints add knowledge and,
by making the data objects become more specialized,
increase usability. The next step in abstraction may well
require that higher level datatypes embody heuristics
to improve performance for their specialized tasks.

6. Conclusion

This modularization is only the beginning of the Ada
DBMS design. This stage of work has already permitted
us to consider the desiderata for a modern DBMS in a
more comprehensive fashion than most expositions now
available. We have also learned to address the system
design process at a high level of abstraction.
This project presents an example of a data-oriented
design methodology. In software projects where we expect that a common data structure will serve many application functions, a data semantics-oriented approach
may be a better alternative to a top-down design starting from a procedural objective [Stev 82]. In this data
engineering approach we still proceed top-down, but
start from the information requirements.
Procedural speci cations do not provide a solid
base, especially when we envisage that modules are replaceable. No procedure can generate informationunless
the required data and knowledge are made available to
the module. When data and knowledge are identi ed
initially, then, in most cases, a competent programmer
will have few problems in coding the required transformation procedures and generating a successful program
[Wied 86, 88].
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